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Insurance Accepted
Insurance plans are subject to change. View insurance plans accepted at each hospital and by each NMHC physician
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Medical Group

Northwestern Medical Group

Alignment Category

Northwestern Medicine Physician Network

On Medical Staff At

Northwestern Memorial Hospital

Education
Medical Education

MD, Wayne State University School of Medicine - 1980

Residency

Jacobi Medical Center/Albert Einstein College of Medicine - 1983

Fellowship

Montefiore Medical Center/Albert Einstein College of Medicine - 1984
University of Michigan Health System - 1987

Board Certifications
American Board of Internal Medicine - Critical Care Medicine (Certified)
American Board of Internal Medicine - Internal Medicine (Certified)
American Board of Internal Medicine - Pulmonary Disease (Certified)

Practice Focus Areas
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immunologic lung disease

interstitial lung disease
Sarcoidosis
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At Northwestern Medicine, our patient’s feedback is important to us. While different care providers have their own
unique strengths, we strive to be as transparent as possible with our quality of care. Read more
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102 Reviews
MARCH 23 2022

He was attentive, spoke well, an obvious authority, and not robotic nor in a hurry. All that together is
the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow for a patient, right? At least for this patient.

MARCH 9 2022

He solved my health problem.
MARCH 9 2022

Dr. Sporn is very kind and takes the time to answer all of my questions. I believe he is very intelligent
and knowledgeable about sarcoidosis.
MARCH 8 2022

Did not have any problems all the way around.
FEBRUARY 22 2022

Dr. Sporn, took time to go over my medical history with me. He explained the progression of my disease
and alerted me to what I need to do in the future. I didn't feel rushed. He was very pleasant. I'm glad I
selected Dr. Sporn.
FEBRUARY 21 2022

He answered all my questions without me feeling rushed
FEBRUARY 19 2022

Not only a great doctor also the time that he takes to explain everything
FEBRUARY 18 2022

Dr. Sporn is widely know as a specialist in my particular disease. But he is so much more than that. He
makes the time to really listen to what the patient is asking and to â€œread â€œthe unanswered
questions. Patients rarely see this level of commitment from their physicians anymore. I have three
physicians who do this at Northwestern and I consider myself more than fortunate. Please know how
much it is appreciated by your patients.
FEBRUARY 18 2022

Dr. Sporn is thoughtful, extremely knowledgeable, and patient. He listens and explains his
recommendations for medical management and treatment.
FEBRUARY 11 2022

Well educated and wise
FEBRUARY 4 2022

Always calm and direct Very through JANUARY 27 2022

He was very thorough in his assessment of my health situation
JANUARY 25 2022

I was so impressed that when Dr Sporn came in the room to meet me for the first time he had clearly
already spent time reviewing my medical history including ct scans and X-rays going back over a decade.
He then spent a significant amount of time asking and listening and to me about my medical and life
history. He was able to take the images and my history to piece together an incredible diagnosis of a
fungus that was endemic to the area I grew up in and that I had played in the soils, and on farms. I came

fungus that was endemic to the area I grew up in and that I had played in the soils, and on farms. I came
away with complete confidence in the timing of the infection, confidant that it was no longer an issue
and that past damage should not affect my daily functions. I told my family and friends that grew up in
the same region about this as they might face some of the same questions in the future. Dr Sporn was
very nice, professional, and seemed happy when I showed an interest in what he had found. Very
impressed and happy/relieved.
JANUARY 21 2022

Dr. Sporn is very knowledgeable, thorough, kind and compassionate. He has an excellent bedside
manner.
JANUARY 16 2022

He cares about the treatment I am receiving.
JANUARY 16 2022

He really knows what he is talking about. I have a lot of confidence in his ability and I like how he is so
calm when talking to me.
JANUARY 13 2022

Attentive & knowledgeable.
JANUARY 3 2022

He is very kind, takes all the time I need to get my questions answered, very knowledgeable and just an
outstanding doctor.
JANUARY 2 2022

Clear in his explanations, concerned about my condition.
JANUARY 2 2022

Very knowledgeable. Follows patient health closely. Very knowledgeable, Transparent communication.
DECEMBER 29 2021

I have complete trust in Dr.Sporn regarding my case and his expertise
DECEMBER 15 2021

He's good.
DECEMBER 1 2021

Dr Sporn is the best!
DECEMBER 1 2021

Dr. Sporn is caring and competent. He always remembers the details of my health despite only seeing
him once a year.
NOVEMBER 7 2021

A great listener / very conscientious / high level of an expertise!
NOVEMBER 3 2021

NOVEMBER 3 2021

Dr. Sporn has great bedside manner and will take the time to answer your questions thoroughly.
NOVEMBER 3 2021

Would like my friends to have good care also
OCTOBER 29 2021

Dr. Sporn is an expert in his field of pulmonary medicine with an emphasis on sarcoidosis. He also works
with my primary care physician and cardiologist to give me the best possible care. This is very important
to me.
OCTOBER 21 2021

He is a Excellent doctor
OCTOBER 20 2021

He's a great doctor, patient oriented and very smart
OCTOBER 15 2021

Is patient and thorough
OCTOBER 10 2021

Good doctor with communication skills.
OCTOBER 6 2021

Dr Sporn gives clear and accurate diagnosis and treatment plans. Heâ€™s caring, sincere, open and
responsive to all my questions
SEPTEMBER 26 2021

He is top notch and really cares. He is also very thourough.
SEPTEMBER 21 2021

Very thorough and gave detailed explanations that I was able to understand. Competent and
considerate.
SEPTEMBER 12 2021

Dr. Sporn takes time with his patients and is very knowledgeable and informative. He is also very
thorough.
SEPTEMBER 8 2021

He has kept me alive for over 20 years and I think he is the best.
SEPTEMBER 7 2021

He helped to diagnose and control my chronic health condition.
SEPTEMBER 3 2021

Dr. Sporn is an excellent doctor. He's concerned about my well-being and answers all of my questions.
AUGUST 24 2021

AUGUST 24 2021

Very knowledgeable
AUGUST 20 2021

Great doctor
AUGUST 2 2021

He listens. Very courteous
JULY 14 2021

He is a great doctor.
JULY 9 2021

They got me in at the exact time of my appointment and everybody was nice and friendly as can be. And
Dr. Sporn is awesome
JULY 9 2021

He was very detailed. He made me feel like he cared.
JUNE 21 2021

Dr. Sporn always takes his time with you.
JUNE 11 2021

Very knowledgeable doctor who spent a great deal of time with me and explained everything so well!
MAY 28 2021

heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s always on his game
MAY 28 2021

Dr. Sporn is not only a doctor of pulmonary medicine, but he is an expert in sarcoidosis, a serious lung
(and other organ) disease that a lot of people don't know about, including some medical people. Dr.
Sporn has gone over my medical situation, and has offered me several choices as to how to manage my
condition.
MAY 7 2021

He is extremely knowledgeable and thorough!
APRIL 30 2021

Friendly and knowledgeable and non invasive
APRIL 9 2021

Dr Sporn and his crew have got me healthy and kept me healthy. He is a wonderful doctor and he cares
for my well being.
APRIL 2 2021

Very through.
APRIL 2 2021

Dr Sporn is a very detailed doctor that asked questions and listened for answers. He even took the tome

Dr Sporn is a very detailed doctor that asked questions and listened for answers. He even took the tome
to explain a CT scan telling me what I was looking at in my lungs. I liked that he didnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t assume I
wouldnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t know what he was talking about nor did he brush off some of my concerns but
explained things very well. I appreciated that very much. Lately, doctors have been disappointing to not
only to me, unfortunately, this is a conversation that many patients are having. However, Dr Sporn is
one out of hundreds that has my vote. Ã°Å¸â€˜?Ã°Å¸?Â½
MARCH 20 2021

Dr Sporn is well versed and pays attention to you. Answers questions and comments on your comments!
It was a pleasure interreacting when conversationing with him!
MARCH 19 2021

His personality and concerns
MARCH 19 2021

He is very thorough, takes the time to make sure you as a patient understands.
FEBRUARY 23 2021

professional, knowledgeable, took time to go over results, answered all questions, developed
expectations and treatment plan,
FEBRUARY 19 2021

I agree with assessment of my situation and the care in which he walked me through the radiologic
findings of my tests. He took into consideration my current lifestyle and viewed all with a holistic lens.
FEBRUARY 9 2021

The reasons above pertain to Dr. Sporn.
FEBRUARY 5 2021

He spends a lot of time with his patients.
JANUARY 26 2021

He was very thorough and explained things clearly.
JANUARY 19 2021

Good doctor.
JANUARY 7 2021

Very concerned doctor
DECEMBER 22 2020

Dr.Sporn Is excellentÃ¢â‚¬â„¢
DECEMBER 18 2020

Dr. Sporn is consistently excellent in his medical care and interactions.
DECEMBER 14 2020

Dr. Sporn is very knowledgeable with excellent suggestions.

Dr. Sporn is very knowledgeable with excellent suggestions.
DECEMBER 10 2020

He literally has saved my life.
NOVEMBER 24 2020

Very thorough and knowledgeable doctor, and is also easy to talk to.
NOVEMBER 16 2020

Respectful, thorough, patient, knowledgeable, and answered all my questions. Described remaining tess
and reasons for them, probable outcomes and possible treatment plans.
NOVEMBER 14 2020

He is an exceptional doctor and person. His knowledge and personal attention give me peace of mind.
NOVEMBER 14 2020

For the past ten years I have been in their care and feel my well being has improved.
NOVEMBER 12 2020

Dr. Sporn spends a great deal of time with each patient discussing various options for treatment.
NOVEMBER 12 2020

I feel that I am getting the best care possible for my multiple medical issues.
NOVEMBER 12 2020

My first visit w Dr. Sporn. I was quite impressed with the thoroughness with which he took my medical
history and reviewed my conditions. I am quite satisfied with his treatment plan.
NOVEMBER 12 2020

Courteous service.
NOVEMBER 10 2020

Outstanding doctor
NOVEMBER 10 2020

Great Doctor and great service
SEPTEMBER 18 2020

Dr. Sporn did a great job.
SEPTEMBER 15 2020

Excellent communicator. Attention to detail. Truly takes the time to completely understand the issues
and addressing them clearly and concisely.
SEPTEMBER 11 2020

Dr. Sporn listens thoughtfully to my questions. He carefully explains my treatment plan. I always feel
better after a visit because of his care and concern.

SEPTEMBER 11 2020

Dr. Sporn and his staff are the best.
SEPTEMBER 11 2020

Always convened and interested
SEPTEMBER 11 2020

Felt visit covered all concern
SEPTEMBER 5 2020

Very knowledgeable and communicate that knowledge so laymen can understand.
SEPTEMBER 5 2020

Very courteous and professional service.
SEPTEMBER 3 2020

Think Doctor Sporn is great.
SEPTEMBER 3 2020

He's a great physician.
SEPTEMBER 3 2020

Dr. Sporn is excellent physician. I have tremendous confidence in him. He listens and discusses
treatment options.
SEPTEMBER 2 2020

Dr. Sporn is thorough and compassionate. I have always felt at ease talking with him.
SEPTEMBER 2 2020

They have been thorough, compassionate, and available during my struggles with asthma and
sarcoidosis over the past 15 or so years.
SEPTEMBER 1 2020

Dr. Sporn ..Is very concern doctor and he listened to your problem. He is very good doctors.
AUGUST 28 2020

I like Dr. Sporn approach and his knowledge. His ability to answer your questions properly and correct is
very helpful. .Dr Sporn does a great job reviewing my other health issues and medical records to
coincide with my sarcoidosis. .He is very thorough he never rushes while talking or giving me a
examination. .With his directions and recommendations I'm confident with Dr Sporn as my doctor
AUGUST 23 2020

Great doctor. Very understanding and thorough ..
AUGUST 21 2020

Professionalisms and his ability to explain.

AUGUST 1 2020

He's great,professional and highly informative
AUGUST 1 2020

Professional and friendly
JULY 24 2020

Dr. Sporn is very good at making me feel at ease and always thorough in answering any questions or
concerns.
JULY 24 2020

Always very professional and friendly. Asks and answers questions.
JUNE 7 2020

Dr sporn...is a doctor I have had treat my health issues. .not always just pulmonary, but what his very
genius will try to take lots of time explaining to me WHY and how to figure out how to help me. HIS TIME
AND PATIENCE IS UNMATCHABLE.

Languages Spoken
Spanish
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